PRESS RELEASE

Eberspaecher Suetrak extends activities in Brazil

- Production of bus AC systems in Sorocaba
- New General Manager

Esslingen / Renningen, 16 June 2016 – In order to better serve the growing market for bus air conditioning in South America, Eberspaecher Suetrak GmbH & Co. KG has intensified its activities in Brazil.

Beginning in July 2016, bus air conditioning systems for the South American market will be manufactured in Sorocaba. Eberspaecher Suetrak will be taking full advantage of the production synergies within the Eberspaecher Group, as production will take place within the existing exhaust technology plant, occupying around 1,500 sqm of space.

These expanded activities will fall under the responsibility of new General Manager Maycon Largura. The 36-year-old brings with him many years of expertise from the bus sector and has already worked successfully as Sales Manager South America for Eberspaecher Climate Control Systems in Mexico over the past few years.

The goal is, in future, to support newly acquired orders with local production and to build up a sustainable market position in one of the world's largest markets for buses.
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About Eberspaecher:
Eberspaecher Suetrak has been a subsidiary of the Eberspaecher Group since 2010, with sites in India, Mexico and Singapore. The Eberspaecher Group is one of the world’s leading system developers and suppliers of exhaust technology, vehicle heaters and bus air conditioning systems. Eberspaecher is also a professional innovation partner for the automotive industry in air conditioning of special-purpose vehicles and in automotive electronics. Customers include almost all European and North American, and increasingly more Asian manufacturers of passenger cars and commercial vehicles. In 2015, the internationally positioned group, with more than 8,600 employees, posted sales of around 4.4 billion Euros.